FULLY RECYCLABLE
ORGANIC SPORTS BIO-BOTTLE
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Recycling and upcycling are very important,
but to improve our environmental future
we need to use recyclable alternatives
to plastics. With this in mind, we fully
endorse Iceland Food’s recent decision
to eliminate plastic on all its own-branded
products and replace with recyclable
paper, pulp trays and paper bags.
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Introducing our environmental friendly

SPORTS BIO-BOTTLE

that is 95% made of sugar cane!
This organic sports bio-bottle is made
from Braskem® Green Polyethylene – a
renewable raw material that is derived
from sugar cane. The bio-bottle does
not taste or smell like plastic (as regular
plastic bottles do) and is also BPA-free.

95% sugar based
BPA free
Plasticizer free
Dishwasher safe
Made in Europe
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All products displaying names or trademarks within this mailing are not necessarily indicative of supply or endorsement by
the owner of the trademark, but are merely representative of what can be achieved with branded promotional merchandise.
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So make a statement with your brand,
either internally or with a national
promotion, and replace your plastic
bottles with bio-bottles and hopefully
the world will follow!
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“SUPPORT A HEALTHY & SPORTY LIFESTYLE
WITH A FULLY RECYCLABLE SPORTS BIO-BOTTLE”
ENVIRONMENTAL DETAIL

A CHOICE OF COLOURS

The organic sports bio-bottle is made
from Braskem® Green Polyethylene which
is derived from sugar cane ethanol, a
renewable raw material. During their
growth cycle, the raw materials used in
Green Polyethylene absorb and repair CO2
in the atmosphere, significantly reducing
greenhouse gases. This bio-bottle is fully
recyclable as plastic code 4.

Bio-bottle is branded with your logo on the body.
The bottle/cap/spout are available in the colour
options below. Custom PMS colours can be chosen
on orders over 5000 units.
White

Clear

Nature
Green

PMS
354

Aqua
Blue

Black

Bottles

Renewable
Raw Material

C02 Reduction

Caps

Non-Toxic
No Bisphenol A

Spouts
100% Recyclable

Dishwasher
Safe

Made in Europe

TO DISCUSS YOUR SPORTS BIO-BOTTLE CAMPAIGN

FURTHER, OR TO REQUEST PRICES, CONTACT US NOW.
+44 (0)1438 750333
info@winglee.co.uk
www.winglee.co.uk

Wing Lee is a leading
supplier of promotional
merchandise for some of
the world's largest brands.
Creative & Marketing Services
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